There is a long-established and robust relationship between oral language skills and literacy, which has been explored extensively using behavioral methodologies, and more recently with neuroimaging and genetic techniques. Language skills are highly predictive of progress in reading, both in the early acquisition of decoding, and in later stages when the emphasis shifts to comprehension of the text ([@c9]). The widely recognized Simple View of Reading ([@c28]) suggests that reading comprehension skills can be conceptualized as the product of decoding skills and oral language comprehension. According to this theory, oral language comprehension and reading comprehension are very closely aligned, but their relationship strengthens as decoding becomes well established and no longer constrains fluent reading.

Most of the research on this relationship has been carried out with children in early and middle childhood, when reading is explicitly taught as a skill, and when there are substantial individual differences in the ease and speed with which children learn to read. Considerably less is known about these processes in adolescence, but it is important to examine them in this period as well, for several reasons: First, research over the last 10 years has demonstrated that the adolescent brain continues to develop substantially into the late teens and early twenties, so that a full characterization of learning processes needs to take this period into account ([@c3]). Second, as reading skills---especially decoding---become established in the later primary school years, a strong implication of the Simple View is that reading comprehension and oral language skills become highly overlapping. Recent neuroimaging evidence supports the claim that by late adolescence the neural systems underpinning reading and spoken comprehension have converged to form an "abstract supramodal language system" ([@c101]). It is important to establish the time-course of this emergent system and the biological factors that shape it, including the fundamental influences of genetics and environments.

Third, and relatedly, there continue to be wide variations in both oral language and literacy skills throughout secondary school and adult life. Since literacy is an important key to academic and occupational success, children who fail to make the transition successfully from "learning to read" to "reading to learn" are likely to be at a particular disadvantage.

The present study focuses on the sources of variation in oral language and literacy skills over a wide developmental window, from the age of 7, when children are still learning to read, through to age 16, when many children attain adult levels of reading ([@c50]). We utilize a twin design to identify the relative contributions of genetic and environmental factors to individual differences in oral language, reading fluency, and reading comprehension skills at the ages of 7, 12, and 16. Multivariate genetic analyses then allow us to examine our primary questions, which are concerned with the changing relationships between aspects of reading and language with development.

Genetic and Environmental Influences on Reading Development {#s2}
===========================================================

Previous work using behavioral genetic methodology has demonstrated the importance of genetic factors in reading and related skills. The basic findings have been replicated in diverse twin samples in the U.S., United Kingdom, Australia. Scandinavia, and China, which have shown high heritability (h^2^ = ∼.70) for word and nonword reading on tests of early decoding and reading efficiency ([@c10]; [@c22]; [@c48]; [@c44]). Genetic influences on word-level reading are consistently high when measured during or after the first year of formal reading instruction, and remain at similar levels from the end of kindergarten through to fourth grade ([@c6]; [@c11]; [@c40]). An interesting exception to this otherwise remarkably consistent picture is when reading skills were measured at the end of kindergarten in Scandinavia, where shared environmental influences were dominant (52%) and genetic influences weaker (33%; [@c44]). The likely explanation for this is that formal reading instruction begins in first grade in Scandinavia---a year later than in the other educational systems in these studies---and that prior to this, variation in the home and preschool environments exerts a strong effect on early literacy skills; once formal schooling begins, it substantially reduces the environmental variance.

Genetic effects also appear to play an important role in reading comprehension. Moderate to high genetic and low shared environmental effects have been reported for a variety of different measures of reading comprehension in both middle childhood and adolescence, with heritability estimates usually in the region of 50%--60% ([@c6]; [@c19]; [@c20]; [@c39]). Although different measures of reading comprehension vary in terms of the extent to which they draw on word-level reading versus higher-level comprehension skills, this does not appear to affect the level of heritability ([@c1]).

Longitudinal twin studies have also been used to go beyond estimating genetic and environmental effects on reading at individual time points to address the role of genetic and environmental influences on reading development across time. Behavioral studies focusing on longitudinal development consider the overall levels of observed stability in reading over time; behavioral genetic studies can extend this by considering the extent to which the observed levels of stability or change are due to genetic or environmental influences that continue to influence reading over the course of development. The evidence to date suggests high levels of genetic and environmental stability for both word-level and reading comprehension skills across the primary school years ([@c20]; [@c33]; [@c39]), as well as into adolescence ([@c29]). These results suggest that the underlying genetic factors that influence children's early reading skills continue to exert their effects later on, and that most of the observed phenotypic stability in reading can be accounted for by genetic factors. Importantly, this stability appears to be present not only in the early years when children are learning to read, but also across the transition to "reading to learn" which occurs in the later primary school years ([@c20]).

Most recently, biometric growth models have been applied to these data to try to tease apart the etiology of the intercept---children's starting level of reading---and that of the subsequent rate of growth. The results regarding the intercept are generally consistent with the previous literature in showing large genetic influence on variation in the starting level of reading. Further, genetic variance is also important for the subsequent rate of growth in early reading skills ([@c12]; [@c33]).

Genetic and Environmental Influences on Oral Language Development {#s3}
=================================================================

A smaller body of work has examined the etiology of individual differences in oral language skills. Genetic influences appear to be significant from the emergence of spoken language in the toddler years onward, but there are also substantial shared environmental effects that are important drivers of early language skills; these are actually larger than the genetic effects, at least in the preschool years ([@c10]; [@c27]; [@c39]; [@c47]). This pattern changes as children grow older, such that genetic influences become stronger from middle childhood onward, and shared environmental effects become weaker: in the International Longitudinal Twin Study (ILTS), the heritability of vocabulary measures increased from 29% in prekindergarten, to 57% in fourth grade ([@c39]). Similarly, in the United Kingdom-based Twins Early Development Study (TEDS), heritability estimates for latent factors of oral language increase from approximately 30% in 2-, 3-, and 4-year-old children, to 60% in 12-year-olds, while estimates of the shared environment decrease from 60% to 20% ([@c25]). While it may seem counterintuitive that genetic influences become more dominant with development---as individuals accumulate experience---this pattern has been well-documented in other domains, most notably "g" ([@c24]). In terms of stability over time, the TEDS data suggests a pattern of lower stability---both phenotypic and genetic---between early and middle childhood, with high levels of stability thereafter.

Genetic and Environmental Overlap Between Oral Language and Reading {#s4}
===================================================================

Genetic and environmental factors influencing individual variations in preschool speech and language abilities also exert their influence on early literacy. Drawing on data from the TEDS sample, [@c21] showed that a parent-reported vocabulary and grammar composite in 2-, 3-, and 4-year-olds was moderately predictive of teacher-rated reading achievement in the primary school years (ages 7, 9, and 10). This relationship was primarily mediated by a common set of shared environmental influences, which played a large role in early language skills, and a relatively small role in later reading; there was also a smaller effect of genetic factors that influenced both early language and later reading. A further analysis focused specifically on the contrast between broad oral language skills (including vocabulary, grammar, semantic fluency, and narrative recall), and speech skills in a subset of TEDS twins assessed at 4 1/2 years of age. As before, common environmental as well as genetic influences contributed to the relationship between broad oral language skills and later reading, but only genetic factors contributed to the relationship between speech production skills and reading ([@c26]).

A particularly close relationship has been documented between reading comprehension and oral language skills. The Simple View of Reading ([@c28]) also appears to hold at the genetic level. Using data from the Colorado Learning Disabilities Research Center (CLDRC), [@c31] modeled the genetic relationship between decoding skills, reading comprehension, and listening comprehension. They found that two latent genetic factors could account for the pattern of covariance: one that exerted influence on all three measures, and a second factor that influenced listening and reading comprehension, but not decoding. Crucially, there was no specific genetic influence on reading comprehension alone: *all* the genetic (and also shared environmental) variance on reading comprehension was shared with decoding and listening comprehension. This first study of its type reported preliminary analyses based on a relatively small sample of twins, and covering a broad age-range (8--17). However, the findings proved to be robust, as they were replicated in independent samples of 9- to 10-year-old twins participating in the Western Reserve Reading Project ([@c19]), and the International Longitudinal Twin Study ([@c39]). Interestingly, ILTS data from somewhat younger children (age 7), shows a closer genetic association between reading comprehension and decoding than is found at later ages, presumably because at this early point in learning to read, comprehension is largely constrained by decoding skill ([@c7]; [@c39]).

The existing studies clearly show that reading comprehension shares genetic resources with both decoding and listening comprehension, and also suggest that the pattern of associations may change with age, particularly within the primary school years. This study extends prior work by examining the phenotypic and etiological relationship between reading fluency, oral language skills, and reading comprehension, across the transition into adolescence. We do this by modeling (a) the longitudinal age-to-age continuity *within* each of the three constructs in order to shed light on the relative etiological stability of decoding, oral language and reading comprehension, and (b) the multivariate relationships among these three constructs. In order to contextualize our findings within a broad developmental picture, we also include data on oral language and reading fluency at the age of 7.

The measures and constructs we focus on are very similar to those in previous studies, but not identical. First, we focus on measures of reading fluency, rather than word-reading accuracy, because in adolescence the majority of children are accurate readers of single words, but there is still substantial variability in the fluency with which they read. Second, rather than using a single measure of listening comprehension, the aspect of oral language that the Simple View of Reading focuses on, we assessed a diverse range of skills, including vocabulary, grammar, figurative language, and inference-making. Our measures of reading comprehension include tests of both sentence- and passage-level comprehension, and are similar to those used in previous studies.

Based on previous work in the field, our hypotheses with respect to the levels of heritability at different ages for language and reading skills are as follows: 1The heritability of oral language skills will be moderate, and will increase with age.2The heritability of reading fluency will be high, and its magnitude will not increase over time.3The heritability of reading comprehension will be moderate to high, but no specific prediction is made with respect to changing levels of heritability with age.

With respect to the multivariate relationships between oral language, reading fluency, and reading comprehension, we hypothesize that: 4There will be significant genetic and environmental overlap between all three constructs, but a closer association between oral language and reading comprehension, than between oral language and reading fluency.5The strength of this association will change with age: we predict that there will be a greater differentiation between oral language and reading fluency in adolescence (ages 12 and 16), than in middle childhood (age 7). We do not make a specific prediction with respect to age and the relationship between reading comprehension and either oral language, or reading fluency.

Method {#s5}
======

Participants {#s6}
------------

The sampling frame for the present study is the United Kingdom-based Twins Early Development Study (TEDS), an ongoing longitudinal twin study ([@c23]). After checking for infant mortality, all families identified by the United Kingdom Office for National Statistics (ONS) as having twins born between 1994 and 1996 were invited to participate in TEDS when the twins were about 18-months-old. The twins have been assessed on measures of language, cognitive, and behavioral development at regular intervals from the age of 2 onward, using a variety of methods, including parent questionnaires, telephone testing, and web-based assessment. The current study focuses on data collected at the ages of 7, 12, and 16.

Twin pairs were excluded where either member of the pair had any major medical or perinatal problems, documented hearing loss, or organic brain damage. Zygosity was determined in same-sex twin pairs by a well-validated parental questionnaire completed at 2, 3, and 4 years ([@c42]), with follow-up testing of polymorphic DNA markers in uncertain cases. In all selected families for the current study, English was the only language spoken at home. The current study is based on the resulting sample of twin pairs, with data at each of the following ages: age 7, *N* = 7,319 pairs, mean age 7.16 (.26); age 12, *N* = 6,858 pairs, mean age 11.72 (.65); age 16, *N* = 6,689 pairs with mean age 16.48 (.27). The specific sample size for each measure and analysis is reported in [Tables 1](#tbl1){#tbc1-1 ref-type="table"}, [2](#tbl2){#tbc2-1 ref-type="table"}, and [3](#tbl3){#tbc3-1 ref-type="table"}.[](#tbl1){ref-type="table-anchor"}[](#tbl2){ref-type="table-anchor"}[](#tbl3){ref-type="table-anchor"}

The TEDS sample has continued to be reasonably representative of the United Kingdom population with respect to ethnicity, maternal education and employment, and paternal employment ([@c23]).

Measures {#s7}
--------

### Oral language {#s8}

#### 7 years {#s9}

At age 7, children's oral language skill was indexed by expressive vocabulary, administered over the telephone, using the vocabulary subtest of the WISC--III ([@c51]; split-half *r* = .79; test--retest *r* = .82)

#### 12 years {#s10}

Participants were assessed on a web-based battery of the following four receptive language measures. As we have previously shown that these measures are closely related etiologically ([@c14]), we created a composite (averaging their standardized means) for the purposes of the current analyses.

### Vocabulary {#s11}

The WISC--III-PI Vocabulary Multiple Choice subtest was used ([@c200]; split-half *r* = .93; test-retest *r* = .58).

### Nonliteral semantics {#s12}

In addition to vocabulary, semantics was assessed using the Figurative Language subtest of the Test of Language Competence---Expanded Edition, Level 2 ([@c52]; α = .67; test--retest *r* = .73). This subtest assesses the interpretation of idioms and metaphors.

### Syntax {#s13}

Syntax was assessed using the Listening Grammar subtest of the Test of Adolescent and Adult Language (TOAL-3; [@c18]; α = .94; test--retest *r* = .81). Children were required to select two sentences that have nearly the same meaning from a set of three options.

### Pragmatics {#s14}

The Making Inferences subtest of the Test of Language Competence requires participants to make permissible inferences on the basis of existing, but incomplete, causal relationships in the context of short paragraphs presented orally. ([@c52]; α = .71; test--retest *r* = .54).

### 16 years {#s15}

Similar to age 12, two web-based tests were used to assess language at age 16, and a composite of these was used in the current analyses (*r* = .48).

### Vocabulary {#s16}

Vocabulary was tested with the Mill Hill Vocabulary test, Set B ([@c43]). The participant saw a single word presented at the top of the screen, and had to choose the word closest in meaning from a list of six options listed below. The initial 11 items were dropped in this web-based version of the test, as they had previously been found not to contribute any variance. (α = .81; test--retest *r* = .64).

### Nonliteral semantics {#s17}

The Figurative Language subtest of the Test of Language Competence was used as at 12, with an additional four items to extend the range at the upper end. (α = .69; test--retest *r* = .71).

### Reading efficiency {#s18}

#### 7 years {#s19}

The Test of Word Reading Efficiency, Form B ([@c49]) was included in a test booklet sent to families by mail (one test booklet for each twin), and was administered to each twin separately by telephone. In the Sight Word Efficiency subtest, children were given 45 seconds to read aloud as many words as they could from a list in front of them. In the Phonemic Decoding Efficiency subtest, the list was comprised of nonwords. As previous analyses have shown that the two subtests are highly intercorrelated (*r* = .83, [@c15]), a composite of the two subtests was used in the current analyses. Alternate forms (Form B at 7 years and Form A at 9 years) correlation, *r* = .83; this can be seen as a lower-limit estimate of reliability.

#### 12 years {#s20}

As at 7, the TOWRE was administered to children over the telephone. In addition, children completed an online adaptation of the Woodcock-Johnson III Reading Fluency test (W-J III; [@c53]). In this timed test, children had to respond yes or no to a series of simple sentences ("Ants are very big"); the total number of correct responses within 3 min was summed to give a total fluency score (α = .96; test--retest *r* = .81). A composite of the TOWRE and W-J III Reading Fluency (average of their standardized means) test was used in the analyses (*r* = .56).

#### 16 years {#s21}

The online adaptation of the reading fluency subtest from the Woodcock-Johnson III was used again at 16, with the time limit reduced to 2.5 min.

### Reading comprehension {#s22}

#### 12 years {#s23}

Sentence-level reading comprehension was assessed using a web-based version of the Reading Comprehension subtest of the Peabody Individual Achievement Test (PIAT; [@c34]), in which children read a sentence and chose the matching picture from a set of four. (α = .94; test--retest *r* = .80). In addition, children completed a web version of the GOAL Formative Assessment in Literacy for Key Stage III (GOAL plc, 2002), which includes a wide range of literal and inferential comprehension questions. Children read the stimulus sentence or short paragraph, and selected the appropriate answer for a set of four multiple choice options. (α = .91; test--retest *r* = .52). A composite of these two measures of reading comprehension (average of their standardized means) was used in the current analyses (*r* = .58).

#### 16 years {#s24}

Our reading comprehension measure was modeled on the York Assessment of Reading Comprehension (YARC; [@c46]). Several passages that had been created for the YARC but not used were generously shared by the developers and evaluated in pilot work. Two passages, one fiction and one nonfiction, were selected, and the 13 questions for each of those passages were converted from an open-ended response format to multiple choice format suitable for web administration. (α = .72; test--retest *r* = .63).

Genetic Analysis {#s25}
----------------

Genetic analyses were based on the twin design, which capitalizes on the fact that identical (MZ for monozygotic) twins share 100% of their varying DNA while fraternal twins (DZ for dizygotic) share on average 50% ([@c41]). Overall similarity of individuals within a twin pair, regardless of zygosity, indicates familiality; however, if the members of an MZ twin pair are more similar to each other on a given trait than the members of a DZ pair, it can be inferred that genetic factors play a role in driving individual differences in that trait. Comparing the MZ and DZ twin similarity (similarity computed as correlation within each twin pair: Intraclass Correlation \[ICC\]) on a single trait yields an estimate of univariate heritability. Heritability indexes the extent to which individual differences on the trait are caused by genetic as opposed to environmental factors. It is possible to extend this model to examine the origins of the covariance between two or more measures by comparing Trait 1 in Twin 1 to Trait 2 in Twin 2 ([@c103]), and that multivariate approach is at the core of the present analyses.

The current analyses were based on raw data, and used the structural equation modeling package OpenMx ([@c4], [@c5]). The basic genetic model employed uses the maximum likelihood method to obtain parameter estimates for the effects of additive genetic (A), shared environmental (C), and nonshared environmental (E) influences on a given trait. The additive genetic and shared environmental influences are what make the children within a twin pair similar to each other, while the nonshared---or unique---environmental influences contribute to differences within the pair. The E parameter also includes the effects of measurement error. The model assumes that there are no effects of nonadditive genetics, nonrandom mating, or gene-environment interaction. The genetic analysis used scores that were corrected for the linear effects of age and sex, as these can inflate twin similarity ([@c35]).

Prior to the main analyses of interest, we carried out sex-limitation analyses for each construct at each age, to ascertain whether there were qualitative sex-differences (different genetic factors influencing behavior in the two sexes), quantitative sex-differences (the same genetic factors in the two sexes, but affecting one sex more than the other), or variance differences (no genetic differences, but different phenotypic variance in the two sexes). In most cases, the null model was the best-fitting model, indicating no sex differences. The two exceptions were (a) the reading comprehension composite at age 12, for which the model parameters suggested a marginally significant, but very small, quantitative sex-difference; and (b) reading fluency at age 7, for which there were small significant differences between the sexes in phenotypic variance, but no evidence of genetic differences. Taken together, the sex-limitation analyses do not provide evidence of genetic sex-differences in our language or reading measures. However, they do show significantly greater phenotypic variability for reading fluency in 7-year-old boys compared with girls. Full details of the model-fitting parameters for the sex-limitation models are available as online supplementary material. Given the lack of sex-differences, DZ opposite sex twins were included in all genetic models presented, thus maximizing statistical power.

To examine the magnitude of genetic and environmental effects over time for each of our three constructs, we used Cholesky decomposition models, which estimate the relative contributions of A, C, and E sources of variance to the measures at each age. The model allows for a new A, C, and E factors at each age for each variable, so that it is possible to examine whether genetic (and environmental) influences at age 7 also contribute to variance in the measures at ages 12 and 16; and whether there are additional genetic influences that are specific to ages 12 and 16.

The multivariate relationships between language and reading measures were modeled separately for each age, in the first instance, using correlated factors models. These yield estimates of the degree of overlap in the etiology of language and reading: the genetic correlation (r~g~) provides an estimate of the extent to which it is the same or different genes which affect the measures, independent of their heritabilities. Similarly, the shared environment correlation (r~c~ and r~e~ respectively) and the unique environmental correlation estimate the extent to which same or different environmental factors are influential.

Finally, we used a common pathways genetic model in order to examine the etiological relationship between oral language, reading efficiency, and reading comprehension, irrespective of age. In this model the measured variables from ages 7, 12, and 16 are hypothesized to load onto two latent factors, representing (a) reading efficiency, and (b) comprehension. The model provides estimates for these factor loadings. The etiology of the latent factors is then partitioned into the proportions of their variance explained by additive genetic (A), shared environment (C), and nonshared environment (E). The degree of overlap between the latent factors is reflected in the genetic and environmental correlations, and the model also estimates A, C, and E parameters for influences that are specific to each of the measured variables. Importantly, the specific E parameters also incorporate measurement error. Finally, there are estimates for the total effects of A, C, and E on each of the measures, which combine the shared and measure-specific effects.

Results {#s26}
=======

Phenotypic Analyses {#s27}
-------------------

Means and standard deviations for the measures, divided by sex and zygosity, are presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){#tbc1-2 ref-type="table"}. The table also presents a summary of the ANOVA testing the effects of sex and zygosity on the measures. Due the large sample size, small significant effects of sex and zygosity were detected; however these explained very little of the variance in all variables (*R*^2^ between 0% and .4%). The effects of sex were significant for reading fluency at all three ages, favoring girls, but not for language or reading comprehension. The effects of zygosity were significant for all measures except for reading comprehension at age 16. There was no interaction of sex and zygosity in any measure.

The phenotypic correlations, presented in [Table 2](#tbl2){#tbc2-2 ref-type="table"}, show moderate to substantial associations between reading and language, both concurrently and longitudinally. In terms of age-to-age stability within constructs, the Language and Reading Comprehension composites had average correlations of *r* = .48 and .49, respectively, while the average correlation for reading fluency measures across ages was somewhat higher, at *r* = .63. Across constructs, the correlations between language and reading comprehension were high, averaging *r* = .60, while the average correlations between reading fluency and language, and between reading fluency and reading comprehension were both lower, at *r* = .41. The pattern of phenotypic correlations, both longitudinally within constructs, and concurrently across constructs, suggest that language and reading comprehension pattern together, with reading fluency slightly separate.

Univariate Genetic Analyses {#s28}
---------------------------

Intraclass correlations indexing the twins' similarity on reading and language, are presented in [Table 3](#tbl3){#tbc3-2 ref-type="table"}. For all measures, MZ twin correlations were greater than DZ twin correlations, suggesting genetic influences on individual differences in reading and language skills across the three ages. Heritability estimates derived from univariate model fitting analyses are presented in [Table 3](#tbl3){#tbc3-3 ref-type="table"} for all measures (model-fitting statistics for this set of models are presented in the supplementary online material).

Reading fluency showed the highest heritability over time, with an average heritability (h^2^) across the three ages of .69, while reading comprehension and language showed very similar, moderate, heritability over time: .48 and .43, respectively. The effects of shared environment were generally small and decreased with age; the largest effects were observed for language at age 7 (.37), while zero value for this estimate was observed for reading comprehension at age 16. Nonshared environmental effects were modest and significant for all measures at all ages; note, however, that these estimates include measurement error.

Longitudinal Genetic Analyses of Language and Reading {#s29}
-----------------------------------------------------

We examined the genetic architecture of stability and change over time, for each of the three constructs of language, reading comprehension and reading fluency ([Figure 1](#fig1){#fgc1-1 ref-type="fig"}; model-fitting statistics are presented in Table 3 in the supplementary online material).[](#fig1){ref-type="fig-anchor"}

### Language {#s30}

It is apparent from the estimates in [Table 3](#tbl3){#tbc3-4 ref-type="table"} that the heritability of language increases with age, particularly from ages 7 to 12. The Cholesky decomposition presented in [Figure 1a](#fig1){#fgc1-2 ref-type="fig"} suggests that this increase in heritability is partly due to the continuation of early genetic influences at later time points, which is shown by the significant path coefficients on the diagonal lines from earlier genetic latent factors to later language measures (A~1~ to age 12 and 16 language; A~2~ to age 16 language). In addition, there is evidence of genetic innovation---new genetic influences contributing to the increase in heritability---at both ages 12 and 16; this is reflected in the significant path coefficients from A~2~ and A~3~ to age 12 and 16 language measures. It is worth noting that the size of novel genetic effects unique to age 16 (A~3~) is small relative to the contribution of earlier genetic effects (A~1~ and A~2~). The genetic correlations (see [Table 4](#tbl4){#tbc4-1 ref-type="table"}) further clarify the pattern, by showing substantial---but not perfect---continuity in terms of genetic factors that influence language from age 7 to age 12 (r~g~ = .63), and an even higher level of continuity/stability from age 12 to age 16 (r~g~ = .89). To a much lesser extent than the genetic factors, shared environment also contributes to longitudinal stability in language skill: while the overall effect of shared environment diminishes over time, it appears to be the same factors that were present at 7 years (C~1~) that continue to account for most of the (modest) shared environmental influence at the later ages, with a small additional age-specific effect at age 12. The effects of nonshared environment, by contrast, are unique to each age, and do not contribute to longitudinal stability (note that this variance may also represent method variance or measurement error). In summary, the steep increase in heritability for the language measures from ages 7 through to 16 seems to be due to a combination of early genetic influences which continue to exert their effects over time, and novel genetic effects that come into play in adolescence.[](#tbl4){ref-type="table-anchor"}

### Reading fluency {#s31}

A rather different pattern emerges for reading fluency, which shows high levels of heritability from age 7 onward: the overlapping confidence intervals indicate that there is no change in the magnitude of the heritability estimates at ages 7, 12, and 16. As the Cholesky decomposition ([Figure 1b](#fig1){#fgc1-3 ref-type="fig"}) illustrates, there is evidence of some genetic innovation, in the form of significant contributions from latent genetic factors A~2~ and A~3~ at ages 12 and 16. However, the magnitude of the novel effects is relatively small compared with the genetic effects that are carried forward from age 7 (A~1~). This suggests that it is largely the same genetic factors already present by age 7, which continue to be the main drivers of individual differences in decoding skills at ages 12 and 16. A high level of genetic stability is further illustrated by the very high age-to-age genetic correlations (see [Table 4](#tbl4){#tbc4-2 ref-type="table"}): age 7--age 12 r~g~ = .84; age 12--age 16 r~g~ = .78, and age 7--age 16 r~g~ = .72. In contrast to the genetic effects, there is little evidence that environmental effects contribute to stability over time for reading fluency: Shared environmental effects are extremely small, and not significantly different from zero after age 7, while the modest nonshared environmental effects are unique for each age. Overall, genetic factors play a substantial role in reading fluency from the early stages of learning to read at age 7, through adolescence to age 16, and it seems to be largely the same genetic factors influencing reading across this wide age-range.

### Reading comprehension {#s32}

Reading comprehension was assessed only at ages 12 and 16, and it is clear that there is substantial genetic stability over this age range. Not only are the heritability estimates very similar at the two ages, but a large proportion of the genetic effects at age 16 are carried over from age 12 (significant diagonal path from A~1~ to age 16 reading), with a much smaller genetic effect that is unique to age 16 reading (A~2~). This stability is also apparent in the very substantial genetic correlation from age-to-age, of r~g~ = .83 (see [Table 4](#tbl4){#tbc4-3 ref-type="table"}). As with reading fluency, environmental factors do not appear to contribute to stability: although there are significant (modest) shared environmental effects at 12, these are nonsignificant at age 16, and the moderate nonshared environmental effects are unique for each age. In summary, although the genetic effects on reading comprehension seem to be smaller for reading comprehension than for reading fluency, reading comprehension remains stable from ages 12 to 16, and this is largely due to stable genetic influences. Details of the multivariate-longitudinal model fitting are presented in the supplementary online material.

Multivariate Genetic Analyses: The Relationship Between Language, Reading Fluency, and Reading Comprehension {#s33}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We took two complementary approaches to examining the multivariate relationships between language, decoding and reading comprehension. First, we modeled these relationships at each age separately, in order to examine whether the strength of the genetic and environmental associations across constructs varies with age. Second, we pooled the data across ages to create latent factors with enhanced reliability for language and reading measures, in order to build a robust model of the underlying genetic and environmental architecture irrespective of age.

### Age-specific models {#s34}

We used correlated factors models, focusing on the association between oral language and reading fluency at age 7, and between oral language, reading fluency and reading comprehension at ages 12 and 16. The parameters of interest are the genetic and environmental correlations, which are summarized in [Figure 2](#fig2){#fgc2-1 ref-type="fig"} and [Table 5](#tbl5){#tbc5-1 ref-type="table"} (model-fitting statistics are in the supplementary online material in Table 3). The genetic correlation between oral language and reading fluency is moderate and very similar at each age (r~g~ = .47--.58, with overlapping 95% confidence intervals). The genetic correlation between reading comprehension and reading fluency is at a similar level, and identical at ages 12 and 16 (r~g~ = .58). In contrast, the genetic correlation between reading comprehension and oral language at both 12 and 16 is very high (r~g~ = .81--.87, respectively), with the upper confidence intervals approaching unity. The pattern is similar to the phenotypic correlations described earlier, but clearer, in that the association between language and reading comprehension is closer, and the dissociation from reading fluency greater, at the genetic than at the phenotypic level. In contrast to the phenotypic and genetic correlations, the shared environmental correlations shown in [Table 5](#tbl5){#tbc5-2 ref-type="table"} are consistently high across all three constructs, and the unique environmental correlations consistently low. Strikingly, the multivariate estimates across measures are extremely similar at each of the ages examined, suggesting that underlying etiology of the relationships across language and reading constructs does not change with development.[](#fig2){ref-type="fig-anchor"}[](#tbl5){ref-type="table-anchor"}

### Latent factors model, across ages {#s35}

We tested a latent factor common pathways model to examine the relationship between language, reading fluency and reading comprehension, aggregated across ages. The focus of this model is on the multivariate relationships among these constructs, rather than on longitudinal stability or change over time. A set of nested models were compared, in which the measured variables loaded onto either one, two or three latent factors (model-fitting statistics in [Table 6](#tbl6){#tbc6-1 ref-type="table"}). The most parsimonious model which fit the data well was a two-factor model[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} (see [Figure 3](#fig3){#fgc3-1 ref-type="fig"}), in which the reading fluency measures from ages 7, 12, and 16 loaded onto the first factor, while the language and reading comprehension measures loaded onto a second factor.[^2^](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} The factor loadings for all measured variables were generally high, with the weakest loading from 7-year language. The latent factors represent the common variance across measures, and in this case the etiology of the latent factors---presented at the top of [Figure 3](#fig3){#fgc3-2 ref-type="fig"}---can be interpreted as the genetic and environmental effects that are shared across ages (that is, they reflect the longitudinal stability of the constructs). Effects that are specific to any given measure/age are also partialed into genetic and environmental influences, and are presented at the bottom of [Figure 3](#fig3){#fgc3-3 ref-type="fig"}. Note that measurement error in latent factor models is included in the measure-specific e^2^ parameter estimates; the e^2^ estimate for the latent factors, by contrast, is essentially error-free and represents true nonshared environmental variance.[](#tbl6){ref-type="table-anchor"}[](#fig3){ref-type="fig-anchor"}

The etiology of the latent factors confirmed the high heritability of reading fluency (h^2^ = .83), with only minimal environmental effects (c^2^ = .09, e^2^ = .08). The latent factor for language and reading comprehension, on the other hand, showed moderate effects of shared environment (c^2^ = .30) in addition to the substantial genetic effects (h^2^ = .61). The genetic and environmental correlations for the two latent factors (top of [Figure 3](#fig3){#fgc3-4 ref-type="fig"}) indicated substantial---but not complete---overlap in the genetic influences affecting reading fluency and language/reading comprehension. The shared environmental correlation was 1, suggesting complete overlap in the shared environmental effects on the two factors, although the actual magnitude of these effects on reading fluency is minimal. Similarly, although the nonshared environmental correlation was large, the overall magnitude of these effects was minimal for both factors. Finally, the residual A and C estimates (bottom of [Figure 3](#fig3){#fgc3-5 ref-type="fig"}) show only small age-specific influences for any of the measures (with the possible exception of age-specific C for 7-year language); the age-specific E estimates, which incorporate measurement error, are moderate and significant for all measures. In summary, the multivariate models confirm the pattern observed at individual ages. The robust latent factors approach, in particular, clearly shows that in terms of the underlying etiology, oral language and reading comprehension skills are indistinguishable, and that these are separate from---though related to---reading fluency.

Discussion {#s36}
==========

The combined results from our phenotypic and genetic analyses, both longitudinal and multivariate, suggest an underlying etiological divide not between spoken and written language, but between code-based and meaning-based aspects of language and literacy. Although there is a high background level of both phenotypic and etiological association across all three constructs, consistent with the idea of "generalist genes" influencing common aspects of cognition ([@c32]), the multivariate latent factors model nonetheless shows that oral language skills and reading comprehension are indistinguishable in terms of their etiology, but that they are both dissociable from reading fluency. Two factors---reading fluency and comprehension---are sufficient to describe the variance, and although they are correlated, they are not the same. Furthermore, this pattern appears to be stable across development from the early stages of learning to read all the way through to mid-adolescence. Although it was important to examine the multivariate relationships separately at each age, the genetic architecture is most clearly captured by the latent factors model that effectively collapses across ages.

The magnitude of genetic and environmental effects also differs for the two factors. While individual differences in reading fluency are driven almost entirely by genetic sources, there are significant shared environmental influences on language/reading comprehension which account for one third of the variance in this factor, alongside the genetic effects. There is also evidence that the developmental trajectories differ in terms of etiology: the longitudinal models showed that reading fluency is highly heritable and genetically stable from at least the age of 7, while oral language may be subject to novel genetic influences after the age of 7. Strikingly, however, by the age of 12, there appears to be a very high degree of stability for all three constructs (language, reading fluency, and reading comprehension), so that there are minimal new genetic effects at age 16, and extremely high genetic correlations from age 12 to age 16.

Genetic Characterization of Language and Reading Component Skills {#s37}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Our finding that oral language and reading comprehension pattern together, and can be distinguished from reading fluency, replicates and extends the previous work in the U.S. ([@c19]; [@c31]; [@c39]) which points to an etiological basis for the Simple View of Reading. Furthermore, the genetic dissociation between oral language and code-based aspects of reading is present from the age of 7, and is maintained at the same level throughout childhood and adolescence.

The very close etiological alignment of language and reading comprehension mirrors the neuroimaging results of [@c101], and furthermore suggests that intervention effects may generalize between these domains. Consistent with this, a randomized control trial of interventions for children with reading comprehension difficulties found that the oral language arm was the most effective, particularly in the long term follow-up assessment ([@c13]).

Longitudinal Change and Stability in the Etiology of Language and Reading {#s38}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The current study also confirms---over a longer time-frame and within the same sample---previous findings focusing on word-level reading skills in middle childhood ([@c7]; [@c20]; [@c40]) and adolescence ([@c2]), that reading fluency is both highly heritable and very genetically stable. This suggests that the etiology of this code-based skill is set at an early point in its development.

With respect to reading comprehension, we found high levels of genetic stability from ages 12 to 16, similar to those reported for the Colorado twin study across a similar age range ([@c2], which focused on ages 10 and 16). This converging evidence provides strong support for the idea that the genetic resources for reading comprehension are in place by the age of 10--12. However, it is not clear from the existing literature, and we do not have data within the TEDS sample to address the issue of whether or not there is even earlier stability for reading comprehension.

In contrast to both reading fluency and reading comprehension, oral language shows less longitudinal stability. The current results---drawing on TEDS data from ages 7 to 16---are consistent with earlier analyses incorporating a wide range of language measures from the ages of 2 to 12 ([@c25]), which show that the heritability of oral language skills appears to increase with age. A similar increase in heritability has also been shown in the ILTS study focusing on vocabulary at Grades 2 and 4 ([@c39]). Taking these three studies together, it appears that influences on early language have a substantial environmental component, which diminishes with age, while genetic effects increase. Moreover, while the increase in heritability initially appears to be at least partly driven by new genetic influences, these stabilize---as reflected in the high genetic correlations across ages---by the later primary school years. A plausible implication of these longitudinal results is that, for younger children's language where environmental influences are substantial, the existing range of experiences can be harnessed to boost children's language skills ([@c102]). There is a rich literature consistent with this view, showing that factors such as the language input provided by caregivers ([@c104]), and the home literacy environment (e.g., [@c16]; [@c45]), predict language development. We speculate that in older children and adolescents, where environmental influences on language appear to be reduced, it will be necessary to develop novel interventions; this topic is currently underresearched, and is an important direction for future work.

One of the most striking conclusions to emerge from the current analyses is that the relative magnitude of genetic and environmental influences appears to be set by the age of 10--12, and that it remains highly stable thereafter, both in terms of the etiology of language, decoding and reading comprehension individually, and also in terms of their interrelationships. While the complexity of the spoken and written language that children use continues to develop throughout adolescence ([@c36]), the contribution of underlying genetic influences driving individual differences in these skills seems to stabilize at a relatively early point.

Two points concerning the measures merit noting. First, with respect to language, the current analyses use a diverse range of measures, which include vocabulary but also extend to receptive grammar, figurative language, and inference making. Despite this diversity, the pattern of association with reading remains constant across these measures, and is also consistent with previous work focusing specifically on measures of listening comprehension ([@c19]; [@c31]) and vocabulary ([@c19]; [@c39]). This suggests that variations in general language ability, rather than a specific aspect of language, are relevant to individual variation in reading skill.

A second, similar point can be made about reading fluency. We used two quite different measures to assess this construct, which tested both word-level and sentence-level reading. The Woodcock-Johnson Reading Fluency test that we used at ages 12 and 16 requires children to comprehend each sentence in order to decide whether or not it describes a true statement, and conceivably this might have inflated the relationship between our reading fluency and reading comprehension constructs. That is, we may have underestimated the dissociation between reading fluency and comprehension. However, we think this is unlikely, because the phenotypic, genetic and environmental relationships are virtually identical whether or not we include the Woodcock-Johnson measure at 12, the age at which we have both the TOWRE and the WJ (details available from the corresponding author). In addition, the TOWRE, which we used at 7 and 12, arguably relies more heavily on decoding skills in younger children than it does at older ages. Given this, it was all the more striking that individual differences in this construct were as stable as they were, both in terms of the high and unchanging heritability across ages, and in its multivariate relationships to oral language and reading comprehension.

While the current study is unique in that it offers a longitudinal perspective on reading development over an unusually long time-frame, from early reading through to mid-adolescence, it also has some significant limitations which must be borne in mind when interpreting the results. One of these is the lack of reading comprehension data in our sample at age 7. There is strong evidence from the behavioral literature that initially, reading comprehension is heavily reliant on decoding skills, and that as decoding skills improve, reading comprehension draws more heavily on oral language competence ([@c8]; [@c17]). This picture is supported by behavioral genetic evidence from the ILTS, showing that genetic influences on reading comprehension at age 7 overlap entirely with those for decoding, but that these can be dissociated by the age of 10 ([@c7]; [@c39]). We cannot use our data to replicate this finding, and specifically to pinpoint when the picture we see so clearly at ages 12 and 16 first emerges, of reading comprehension patterning with oral language rather than decoding.

A second limitation concerns the single measures for oral language (expressive vocabulary) at age 7, and for reading fluency and comprehension at age 16. It would be preferable in terms of psychometric reliability to have multiple measures for each construct at each time point; multiple measures would have also allowed for the use of latent factors in the longitudinal analyses, which mitigate against measurement error. However, all three of these measures have acceptable-to-good internal consistency and test--retest reliability, and also relatively high MZ cross-twin correlations (see [Table 3](#tbl3){#tbc3-5 ref-type="table"}), which is an additional indicator of reliability. Previous work incorporating the 7-year vocabulary measure yielded similar results to a global teacher rating of speaking and listening skills ([@c25]), and the high phenotypic and genetic correlations between 12- and 16-year reading measures are also reassuring in terms of measure validity. Thus, we think it is unlikely that the pattern of results would have looked very different had resources allowed for multiple measures for each construct, at all assessments waves.

In the current article, we have attempted to capture the longitudinal relationships among three constructs---oral language, reading fluency, and reading comprehension---in two ways: by presenting the longitudinal trajectories of each construct separately, and the multivariate relationships among them across ages. It was not computationally feasible to combine these into a single model. A valuable future direction would be to focus on the dynamics of these developmental relationships, potentially through the use of cross-lagged models, in order to shed light on how early variation in one construct (e.g., reading fluency) may drive later variation in a second construct (e.g., vocabulary). A clear picture of how these relationships change over the course of development within the normal range of ability would provide an important context for examining potential "bottlenecks" in development, as they relate to language-learning difficulties.
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Note that a three-factor model, with separate factors for reading fluency, reading comprehension, and language, also fit the data reasonably well (though not as well as the more parsimonious two-factor model we present). However, the genetic correlation between language and reading comprehension in this three-factor model was r~g~ = 1.0 (95% CI \[.98, 1.0\]), indicating essentially complete genetic overlap between these two factors. That is, in terms of interpretation, there is no difference between the two- and three-factor models.

We also considered an alternative two-factor model which had a reading factor (fluency and comprehension) and a separate language factor. This model had a significantly worse fit to the data.

###### Means, Standard Deviations, and ANOVA Results by Sex and Zygosity for Reading and Language Measures at 7, 12, and 16 Years
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  Constructs           All                 MZ     DZ                   Female   Male                Sex    Zygosity             Zyg.\*Sex   Tot.                                                            
  -------------------- ------------------- ------ -------------------- -------- ------------------- ------ -------------------- ----------- -------------------- ------ ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------
  Reading fluency 7    .00 (*N* = 4,856)   1.00   −.05 (*N* = 1,731)   1.00     .03 (*N* = 3,125)   1.00   .05 (*N* = 2,517)    .97         −.05 (*N* = 2,339)   1.04   .00   .00   .00   .00   .06   .00   .004
  Language 7           .02 (*N* = 3,867)   .95    −.04 (*N* = 1,384)   .92      .05 (*N* = 2,483)   .97    .01 (*N* = 1,997)    .96         .03 (*N* = 1,870)    .95    .38   .00   .01   .00   .23   .00   .002
  Reading fluency 12   .01 (*N* = 5,154)   .97    −.05 (*N* = 1,873)   .96      .05 (*N* = 3,281)   .97    .05 (*N* = 2,800)    .97         −.03 (*N* = 2,354)   .97    .00   .00   .00   .00   .68   .00   .004
  Reading compr. 12    .03 (*N* = 5,136)   .97    −.03 (*N* = 1,858)   .98      .06 (*N* = 3,278)   .96    .02 (*N* = 2,785)    .94         .04 (*N* = 2,351)    1.00   .27   .00   .00   .00   .21   .00   .002
  Language 12          .01 (*N* = 4,347)   .99    −.03 (*N* = 1,600)   .98      .04 (*N* = 2,747)   .99    .02 (*N* = 2,420)    .99         .01 (*N* = 1,927)    .98    .96   .00   .04   .00   .42   .00   .001
  Reading fluency 16   .00 (*N* = 2,355)   .99    −.06 (*N* = 874)     .96      .03 (*N* = 1,481)   1.00   .04 (*N* = 1,382)    .98         −.06 (*N* = 973)     1.01   .03   .00   .05   .00   .29   .00   .004
  Reading compr. 16    .02 (*N* = 1,932)   .98    −.01 (*N* = 730)     1.00     .04 (*N* = 1,202)   .96    −.01 (*N* = 1,166)   .98         .07 (*N* = 766)      .97    .12   .00   .34   .01   .99   .00   .000
  Language 16          .01 (*N* = 2,491)   .96    −.03 (*N* = 921)     .95      .04 (*N* = 1,570)   .97    .03 (*N* = 1,449)    .96         −.01 (*N* = 1,042)   .98    .24   .00   .04   .00   .80   .00   .001

###### Phenotypic Correlations (and N) Between Oral language, Reading Fluency, and Reading Comprehension Measures at Ages 7, 12, and 16
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  Constructs                  1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8
  --------------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---
  1\. Language at 7           1                                                                            
  \(3867\)                                                                                                 
  2\. Language at 12          .45\*\*    1                                                                 
  \(2100\)                    \(4347\)                                                                     
  3\. Language at 16          .42\*\*    .58\*\*    1                                                      
  \(1729\)                    \(1732\)   \(2491\)                                                          
  4\. Reading fluency at 7    .39\*\*    .40\*\*    .41\*\*    1                                           
  \(3806\)                    \(2504\)   \(2055\)   \(4856\)                                               
  5\. Reading fluency at 12   .35\*\*    .41\*\*    .44\*\*    .70\*\*    1                                
  \(2505\)                    \(4241\)   \(2009\)   \(3030\)   \(5154\)                                    
  6\. Reading fluency at 16   .30\*\*    .40\*\*    .43\*\*    .55\*\*    .64\*\*    1                     
  \(1637\)                    \(1639\)   \(2338\)   \(1944\)   \(1903\)   \(2355\)                         
  7\. Reading comp. at 12     .37\*\*    .62\*\*    .56\*\*    .44\*\*    .45\*\*    .43\*\*    1          
  \(2462\)                    \(4120\)   \(1949\)   \(2975\)   \(4988\)   \(1848\)   \(5136\)              
  8\. Reading comp. at 16     .34\*\*    .49\*\*    .57\*\*    .34\*\*    .37\*\*    .37\*\*    .49\*\*    1
  \(1386\)                    \(1400\)   \(1928\)   \(1629\)   \(1619\)   \(1859\)   \(1568\)   \(1932\)   

###### Intraclass Correlations and Heritability Parameter Estimates From Univariate Models
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  Constructs              Intraclass correlations        Parameter estimated from univariate model fitting                                         
  ----------------------- ------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
  Oral language                                                                                                                                    
   Age 7                  .62 \[.59, .66\] *N* = 1,320   .50 \[.47, .53\] *N* = 2,372                        .27 \[.19, .35\]   .37 \[.30, .43\]   .36 \[.34, .39\]
   Age 12                 .68 \[.65, .71\] *N* = 1,537   .44 \[.41, .48\] *N* = 2,577                        .47 \[.40, .54\]   .22 \[.15, .28\]   .31 \[.29, .34\]
   Age 16                 .62 \[.58, .66\] *N* = 854     .36 \[.32, .41\] *N* = 1,397                        .55 \[.44, .66\]   .09 \[.00, .18\]   .36 \[.22, .39\]
  Reading fluency                                                                                                                                  
   Age 7                  .85 \[.84, .87\] *N* = 1,704   .48 \[.46, .51\] *N* = 3,078                        .73 \[.68, .78\]   .12 \[.07, .17\]   .15 \[.14, .16\]
   Age 12                 .77 \[.75, .78\] *N* = 1,831   .41 \[.38, .44\] *N* = 3,133                        .71 \[.51, .76\]   .06 \[.00, .16\]   .23 \[.02, .25\]
   Age 16                 .67 \[.63, .71\] *N* = 782     .36 \[.31, .41\] *N* = 1,277                        .64 \[.53, .71\]   .04 \[.00, .12\]   .32 \[.29, .35\]
  Reading comprehension                                                                                                                            
   Age 12                 .62 \[.59, .64\] *N* = 1,791   .40 \[.37, .42\] *N* = 3,108                        .44 \[.36, .51\]   .18 \[.12, .24\]   .38 \[.36, .41\]
   Age 16                 .50 \[.43, .55\] *N* = 647     .23 \[.17, .29\] *N* = 984                          .51 \[.45, .55\]   .00 \[.00, .12\]   .49 \[.45, .55\]

###### Genetic and Environmental Correlations (with 95% Confidence Intervals) from Age-to-Age, for (a) Oral Language, (b) Reading Fluency, and (c) Reading Comprehension
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  Constructs                      Genetic correlations            Shared environmental correlations   Unique environmental correlations                                                      
  ------------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------ -------------------------
  Language: Age 12                .63 \[.44, .83\]                                                    .69 \[.51, .84\]                                              .09 \[.01, .15\]         
  Language: Age 16                .63 \[.44, .85\]                .89 \[.75, .93\]                    .80 \[.50, 1.00\]                   .99 \[.70, 1.00\]         .07 \[−.06, .14\]        .14 \[.06, .21\]
                                  Reading fluency: Age 7          Reading fluency: Age 12             Reading fluency: Age 7              Reading fluency: Age 12   Reading fluency: Age 7   Reading fluency: Age 12
  Reading fluency: Age 12         .84 \[.80, .88\]                                                    .58 \[.15, .85\]                                              .30 \[.25, .35\]         
  Reading fluency: Age 16         .72 \[.65, .80\]                .78 \[.73, .86\]                    .64 \[.00, 1.00\]                   .94 \[.23, 1.00\]         .13 \[.06, .20\]         .26 \[.18, .32\]
                                  Reading comprehension: Age 16                                                                                                                              
  Reading comprehension: Age 12   .83 \[.71, 1.00\]               1.00 \[−1.00, 1.00\]                .12 \[.04, .20\]                                                                       

###### Genetic and Environmental Correlations (with 95% Confidence Intervals) Between (a) Oral Language and Reading Fluency at Age 7, (b) Oral Language, Reading Fluency, and Reading Comprehension at Age 12, and (c) Age 16
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                          Language                                                                                                 
  ----------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------ ------------------
  Reading fluency         .47 \[.37, .58\]    .79 \[.60, 1.00\]   .09 \[.04, .15\]                                                 
  Age 12                  Language            Reading fluency     Language               Reading fluency        Language           Reading fluency
  Reading fluency         .46 \[.40, .53\]                        .93 \[.66, 1.00\]                             .14 \[.09, .18\]   
  Reading comprehension   .81 \[.75, .89\]    .58 \[.51, .65\]    .95 \[.81, 1.00\]      .77 \[.45, 1.00\]      .21 \[.17, .26\]   .16 \[.12, .21\]
  Age 16                  Language            Reading fluency     Language               Reading fluency        Language           Reading fluency
  Reading fluency         .58 \[.50, .69\]                        1.00 \[−1.00, 1.00\]                          .07 \[.01, .14\]   
  Reading comprehension   .87 \[.80, 1.00\]   .58 \[.50, .73\]    1.00 \[−1.00, 1.00\]   1.00 \[−1.00, 1.00\]   .21 \[.00, .62\]   .07 \[.01, .14\]

###### Summary of Model Fitting Results for Nested Common Pathway Models
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  Model-Base comparison   Model                 −2LL            *df*        (Δ−2LL)      AIC            BIC              *p*-value     Parameters
  ----------------------- --------------------- --------------- ----------- ------------ -------------- ---------------- ------------- ------------
  1\. Cholesky ACE        ---                   140275.80       60112       ---          20051.82       −405479.71       ---           116
  2\. Cholesky ACE        Comm.P_1 Factor       143052.40       60188       2776.63      22680.45       −403393.08       \<.0001       43
  3\. **Cholesky ACE**    **Comm.P_2 Factor**   **140714.30**   **60185**   **438.45**   **20344.27**   **−405704.02**   **\<.0001**   **49**
  4\. Cholesky ACE        Comm.P_3 Factor       140691.10       60173       415.29       20345.11       −405672.71       \<.0001       58
  5\. Comm.P_1 Factor     Comm.P_2 Factor       140714.30       60185       2338.18      20344.27       −405704.02       \<.0001       49
  6\. Comm.P_3 Factor     Comm.P_2 Factor       140714.30       60181       23.17        20344.27       −405704.02       .003          49

![(a) Longitudinal Cholesky model for oral language, ages 7, 12, and 16. The figure summarizes genetic and environmental influences on each measure at a specific time and in common over time. The straight paths from each latent variable to the measure represent the genetic (paths from As), shared environmental (paths from Cs) and nonshared environmental (paths from Es) influences specific at each time. The oblique paths represent time-shared genetic and environmental influences. For example, unique genetic influences on language at age 7 are represented by the straight path from A~1~ with coefficient √.27 (this also represents heritability of language at age 7). The time specific influences at age 12 and 16 are represented by the vertical paths from A~2~ (√.29) and from A~3~ (√.16), respectively. The diagonal path from A~1~ with coefficient √.18 represents genetic factors influencing language both at age 7 and 12, the path coefficient √.22 represents genetic influence in common between age 7 and 16 but not with age 12, while the diagonal path from A~2~ (√.17) shows the genetic influences common between ages 12 and 16 but not 7. The same logic applies to the shared and nonshared environmental influences. (b) Longitudinal Cholesky model for reading fluency, ages 7, 12 and 16. (c) Longitudinal Cholesky model for reading comprehension, ages 12 and 16.](dev_53_6_1115_fig1a){#fig1}

![Magnitude of genetic correlations (with 95% CI) at the ages of 7, 12, and 16, between reading fluency and language, reading fluency and reading comprehension, and reading comprehension and language.](dev_53_6_1115_fig2a){#fig2}

![Common pathways model summarizing the genetic and environmental contributions to the relationship between oral language, reading fluency, and reading comprehension across development. r~a~, r~c~, r~e~ = genetic, shared and nonshared environmental correlation between the two latent factors. The paths between each of the genetic latent factors AL, CL, EL and the latent factors of 'Fluency' and 'Comprehension' represent the genetic, shared and nonshared environmental influences on each of the latent factors. The paths from each variable-specific genetic latent factor, AS, CS, ES, and each variable, represent the variable-specific genetic, shared and nonshared environmental influences. The 95%CI for each of the variable-specific estimates are detailed below each variable by hs, cs and es indices.](dev_53_6_1115_fig3a){#fig3}
